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ABSTRACT

those elements. We developed PhraseFinder and
TermJoin algorithms [3] to address both issues.
The PhraseFinder algorithm uses a sort-merge
based method to allow for pipelined retrieval of
elements containing speciﬁed phrases (e.g., “information retrieval”, instead of “information” and
“retrieval”). The TermJoin algorithm is a stackbased algorithm that allows eﬃcient retrieval of
elements, at multiple granularities, that have a
non-zero score according to a user-deﬁned score
function.
Third, how to aggregate the query results (i.e.,
a set of document components at diﬀerent levels)
such that users are not presented with redundant
information, especially when they do not specify
which type of elements to return (e.g., a contentonly query). To address this so-called result redundancy issue, we have been working on the Pick
algorithm which scrutinizes the result set according to a user-deﬁned pick function and eliminates
redundant elements using a stack based strategy.
Yet another main challenge in integrating IR
into XML query is the speciﬁcation of the query.
We have devised a bulk algebra, TIX, for query
Text In XML, and several extensions to the
XQuery language that give a framework on how
IR style queries can be expressed at both the algebra level and the language level. Both TIX and
the XQuery extension are out of the scope of this
paper, interested readers are encouraged to take a
look at [3].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the Timber system and how it
deals with structured queries. Section 3 describes
the extensions to Timber that make the evaluation
of IR style XML queries in Timber possible. In
Section 4, we report our experience in using the
Timber system to answer the set of INEX queries.
Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

Structure matching has been the focus and
strength of standard XML querying. However,
textual content is still an essential component of
XML data. It is therefore important to extend the
standard XML database engine to allow for “Information Retrieval” style queries, namely, “keyword” based retrieval and “result ranking”. In
this paper, we describe our eﬀort in integrating
information retrieval techniques into the Timber
XML database system being developed at the University of Michigan, and our participation in the
INitiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval
(INEX).
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Introduction

With the growing popularity of XML, it is expected that more and more information will be
stored and exchanged in XML format. Part of
the information will be contained in the structure of the document. Another part, however,
will be contained in a textual format within the
elements (i.e, document components) of the XML
documents. While boolean style querying is useful in some circumstances, there is a growing demand for querying both the textual information
and the structure information in a non-boolean
way. There are two general approaches to this
problem. One is to start with a traditional IR system and augment it with the ability to recognize
and extract the document structure. The other
approach is to integrate IR facilities for querying
textual content into a standard XML database engine, which handles structured queries well. We
follow the second, database-oriented, approach,
starting with Timber [13], a native XML database
we have been developing.
There are four main challenges to this databaseoriented approach. First, how to ﬁt keyword based
retrieval of the document components into the
pipelined query evaluation of the database engine.
Second, how to eﬃciently calculate the score of the
matching elements to allow for future ranking of
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The Timber System

Timber [13] is a native database system currently
being developed at the University of Michigan.
The objective of the Timber system is to build
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XQuery

an eﬃcient database engine for storing and querying XML data. It is based upon the TAX (Tree
Algebra in XML) algebra [14] as its theoretical
foundation for manipulating tree structures. Several access methods have been developed to retrieve the natively stored XML elements and a
comprehensive pipelined query processing engine
is implemented in the system to evaluate queries
in the XML context.
The overall system architecture of Timber is illustrated in Figure 1. The whole system is built
on top of the Shore object-oriented storage manager [20] (we are also developing another version
that is built on top of the Berkeley DB backend
store [7]), which is responsible for buﬀer management and concurrency control. The rest of Timber
is composed of several components. XML documents are ﬁrst parsed by the Data Parser to
produce parse trees as inputs to the Data Manager. The Data Manager then transforms the
nodes of those parse trees into an internal representation and stores them into the Storage Manager. Index Manager and Metadata Manager, as
their name suggest, builds indices on the data and
stores statistics about the data, respectively. At
the heart of Timber is the Query Evaluator. It executes evaluation plan, which is produced by the
Query Parser and optimized by the Query Optimizer, by interacting with the Data Manager and
Index Manager. The details of the Timber system
can be found in [13]. In particular, the attributes
of an element are combined together and stored
as a child element to the original element. Similarly, the textual content of an element is also
represented as a child element to the original element. Therefore, nodes stored in Timber can be
mainly classiﬁed into three types: element, text,
and attribute, each has a slightly diﬀerent format.
Structural queries can be eﬃciently processed
by Timber. Each node in an XML document is
represented by a triple (startkey, endkey, level),
where the startkey uniquely identiﬁes the node in
the database. In the case of multiple documents,
the startkey of nodes in subsequent documents are
incremented by an oﬀset to make them unique in
the entire database. A very important property of
this coding scheme is that all the descendent nodes
of a particular node n will have a startkey larger
than nstartkey and an endkey smaller than nendkey .
With this property, whether two nodes ﬁt the ancestor/descendent or parent/child relationship can
be determined in constant time by examining the
two triples. It allows for eﬃcient processing of
structural joins (i.e., containment queries) using a
stack based algorithm [2].
The Query Evaluator currently is able to process most of the XQuery expressed in the format of
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Figure 1: Timber System Architecture. Dashed
lines represent loading data flow, solid lines represent
retrieval data flow. Dashed rectangles represent components not used in INEX, solid rectangles represent
components in Timber being used in INEX unmodified, bold solid rectangles represent components modified for integration of the IR extensions.
Timber Evaluation Plan, while the Query Parser
and Query Optimizer can handle a smaller subset of the XQuery. In participating in the INEX,
we have primarily used the Evaluation Plan interface instead of the XQuery interface because the
XQuery interface was still under development at
that time. However, in the future, we expect to
be primarily using the XQuery interface so as to
utilize the automatic query optimization provided
by the Query Optimizer.
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IR Extensions of Timber

To allow eﬃcient processing of IR style query on
the XML data, several components of the Timber
system need to be extended. First, an IR-style inverted index is required to process keyword based
search. Second, some extra information (e.g., how
many words a text element contains) needs to be
maintained by the Metadata Manager. Third,
a score function needs to be integrated into the
Query Evaluator to calculate relevance scores (i.e.,
return status value, rsv) to the matching elements.
Fourth, an extra module is needed for eliminating redundant nodes in the ﬁnal output set in the
case when the user does not specify the type of elements to be returned. We describe the ﬁrst two
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Table 1: Sample Inverted Index Entries Based on
Figure 2. Note that only startkey is needed since
for text nodes, startkey is the same as the endkey.

Figure 2: A Simple XML Document: ellipse indicate element nodes and rectangle indicate text
nodes. The numbers on the shoulders of each node
are the startkeys and endkeys respectively. The
startkey and endkey for a text node are the same
because it does not contain any child nodes.

PhraseFinder). Using the simple XML document
in Figure 2 as an example, a total of six entries will
be added to the inverted index, which are listed
in Table 1.
A few strategies are employed to reduce the
space requirement of the inverted index and to
improve its accuracy. First, we compiled a list
of most frequent used words in the INEX data
set. Based on this list, we generated a list of 322
stop words for which we do not index, thereby reducing the index size signiﬁcantly. Second, we do
stemming of the words to index only the original
form of the word (e.g., “query” instead of “querying”). The ﬁrst stemming strategy we tried was
the Porter’s algorithm [16]. However, we found
that Porter’s algorithm is sometimes too aggressive (i.e., changing a word into its root instead
of its original form). Instead, we decided to use
WordNet’s dictionary [22] to search for the original form of a word. This increases the time to
build the inverted index, but it has the advantage
of being more reliable than the Porter’s algorithm.

extensions in this section and the latter two in
Section 4.

3.1

(startkey, level, oﬀset)
(3, 3, 0)
(3, 3, 1), (8, 3, 1)
(5, 3, 0), (5, 3, 3)
(5, 3, 1)
(5, 3, 4)
(8, 3, 0)

Indexing INEX Data

Indices have been an integral part of Timber from
the very beginning. Timber maintains several major types of indices. The most important ones include: 1) element tagname index, which maps a
string s1 to a set of element nodes (in the form
of (startkey, endkey, level) triples) with tagname
equal to s1 ; 2) attribute name index, which maps a
string s2 to a set of element nodes that contain an
attribute with the name equal to s2 ; 3) attribute
content index built on the element nodes with a
speciﬁc attribute attr, which maps either a string
s3 or a number n3 (ﬂoating-point number or integer number) to a set of element nodes that contain
the attr attribute and have a value of s3 or n3 in
attr; 4) element content index, which maps either
a string s4 or a number n4 to a set of text nodes
that have s4 or n4 as their value.
The aforementioned indices, however, are inadequate in supporting keyword based searches as
required by IR style queries. An IR style query
usually asks for document components related to
a certain topic, which is frequently described as a
set of terms (keywords) that, in the user’s view,
best capture the concept of the topic. Therefore,
the results of an IR query are those elements that
have the related terms in their textual content.
The frequency and position of the term occurrences indicate the relevance of the element to the
query.
To allow fast retrieval of elements that contain
certain keywords, we extended the Timber Index
Manager to include an inverted index on the text
nodes. The index structure maps a word to the
set of text nodes that contain the word. It also
keeps track of the word oﬀset in the textual content to allow matching of phrases (being used by

3.2

Indexing Metadata

Another important extension is to the Timber
Metadata Manager. As we will see in Section 4.2,
for each node to be scored by the score function,
not only the keyword occurrences in its textual
content are needed, but also some extra statistics
(metadata) related to the node in the context of
the database. We have kept two main pieces of
metadata information. First, the number of child
nodes an element node has. Second, the total
number of words a text node contains. Both are
created by the Metadata Manager at the time the
INEX data is loaded into the Timber. They can
also be created after the loading in one pass over
the entire database. We call them metadata indices to distinguish them from the normal indices
that are maintained and accessed through the Index Manager. As a special variation to the ﬁrst
metadata index, we also maintain a separate index for <article> and <sec> element nodes that
3

is tuned for the INEX data. For an <article>
node, we index how many <sec> nodes in its entire subtree, and for <sec> nodes, we index how
many <p> and <p1> nodes in its subtree. This
special variation is employed because we have discovered that <article>s, <sec>s, and <p>s are
frequently the most reasonable return units in response to an INEX query. Having this special index can signiﬁcantly reduce the time it takes to
perform the redundancy elimination as described
in Section 4.3.

3.3

are also cases where the parent node instead of the
child nodes should be returned (see Section 4.3).
We call this the result redundancy issue.
We utilize the pick function, which implements
the Pick algorithm [3], to address the result redundancy issue. It is added as a module at the
end of each query evaluation. The input to this
module is a set of scored nodes. User deﬁned criteria are employed by the module to select those
nodes at the appropriate granularity level. Metadata indices are also being used to help remove the
redundancy. A default selection criterion is always
provided in case user does not provide one. The
output of the module is a set of nodes at, hopefully, the right granularity level.
The detailed description of both score function
and pick function can be found in [3] and in the
following section.

Integration of Scoring and
Redundancy Elimination into
Query Evaluator

Scoring of each matched node is integrated into
the query evaluation engine. Adopting a tree
structured view toward XML document, the score
function in our framework maintains a localization property: i.e., all the information needed by
the score function in order to determine the score
of a particular node is contained in the subtree
rooted at that node or can be obtained via the
Metadata Manager using one of the metadata indices. This allows the scoring of each node to be
pipelined using the stack based TermJoin algorithm and therefore integrated into the evaluation
engine (discussed in Section 4).
The coverage issue as highlighted in the INEX
result assessment documentation [8] has two important aspects. First, there will be nodes covering only a subset of the information content being
queried, so called small coverage or partial coverage. Second, there will be nodes covering information content not related to the query, so called
large coverage. It is notable that the two aspects
are orthogonal, i.e., a node can be covering only
a subset of the requested information while having some information not related to the query. A
node with a small coverage can be penalized by
engineering the score function so that nodes with
complete coverage or full coverage are assigned a
higher score even though the absolute volume of
information they contain is less. A node with a
large coverage can be penalized by taking the size
of the node into consideration in the score function. However, the introduction of structures in
XML poses problems to this approach of attacking
the large coverage problem. Imagine a query that
matches a node with ﬁve child nodes, four of them
are relatively small but not related to the query,
only the relatively large child is related. Both the
parent node and the related child node are likely
to be returned to the user. However, the parent
node should not because all the information it can
give to the user is present in its child node. There
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IR Query Evaluation

There are three phases in processing each INEX
topic. First, the topic is translated into an evaluation plan that the Query Evaluator can understand. Second, the plan is executed to produce
a set of nodes, each with a score indicating how
relevant it is to the query. Third, in the case of a
content-only query, a ﬁnal result redundancy elimination procedure is performed. The ﬁnal result
can then be sorted and a certain number of the
top results are returned to the user. Throughout
this section, we will use the two query topics in
Figure 3 as our running examples.

4.1

Topic Translation

The topic translation accomplishes two important
tasks: one is translating the XPath expression in
the original topic into evaluation plan; the other
is categorizing keywords into several classes to be
used by the score function. The ﬁrst task can be
accomplished relatively easily because Timber already supports most of the XQuery, a superset of
XPath. Essentially, each “/” is translated into a
parent/child join, each “//” is translated into an
ancestor/descendent join, and each <cw>/<ce>
pair is translated into a term join. Figure 4 shows
the evaluation plan of Topic 12 (a content-andstructure query) in its tree format. The ellipse
nodes labeled with tag names are retrieved via
the element tagname index. The rectangle nodes
represent text nodes retrieved via the inverted index. The content in those nodes dictates how they
should be scored by the score function and is explained later in this section. Finally, the edges
between two nodes indicate the join algorithms being used to fetch them, including parent/child join
4

the REQ keywords, regardless of the other two
categories. This means a node with full coverage
of the information is always ranked higher than a
node with partial coverage. In addition to categorizing keywords, we also try to identify keyword
phrases by scanning through the <Description>
and <Narrative> parts of the topic. A keyword
phrase is identiﬁed if two or more consecutive
words occurring in the <Keywords> part also occur in <Description> and <Narrative> parts in
the same consecutive order. For example, the
phrase “internet search engine” can be identiﬁed
in Topic 12. It is worth mentioning that in some
topics, the author speciﬁes the phrases in certain format (e.g, Topic 31), which means this extra phrase identiﬁcation step is not required in
all topics. We do ﬁnd that phrase identiﬁcation
has a very signiﬁcant impact on the result accuracy, which suggests that some better mechanism
for specifying or identifying phrases in the set of
provided keywords is worth further investigation.
The search engine www.alltheweb.com has made
some eﬀorts in this direction. It is also worth noting that some <cw>s are actually exact boolean
matches rather than keyword based matches (e.g.,
Topic 12 speciﬁes that the publication year of the
article must be 2001 or 2002). However, there
seems to be no easy way for the topic translation
script to automatically recognize this. We therefore may have to manually notify the score function of this. The result of this keyword categorization is the content in the rectangle text nodes as
shown in Figure 4.
The evaluation plan is then provided to the
Query Evaluator for execution and the result of
keyword categorization is supplied to the score
function inside the Query Evaluator, which uses
it to calculate scores for each matched node.

<INEX-Topic topic-id="12" query-type="CAS" ct-no="069">
<Title>
<te>article/bdy/sec</te>
<cw>2001 2002</cw><ce>article//pdt/yr</ce>
<cw>internet search engine</cw>
<ce>article/bdy/sec</ce>
</Title>
<Description>
Retrieve sections of articles published in 2001
or 2002 on the topic of internet search engines.
</Description>
<Narrative>
To be relevant, the article should talk about
the current status of internet search engines,
problems associated with current technologies,
and future developments.
</Narrative>
<Keywords>
internet search engine information retrieval
</Keywords>
</INEX-Topic>
<INEX-Topic topic-id="31" query-type="CO" ct-no="003">
<Title>
<cw>computational biology</cw>
</Title>
<Description>
Challenges that arise, and approaches being
explored, in the interdisciplinary field of
computational biology.
</Description>
<Narrative>
To be relevant, a document/component must either
talk in general terms about the opportunities
at the intersection of computer science and biology,
or describe a particular problem and the ways it is
being attacked.
</Narrative>
<Keywords>
computational biology, bioinformatics, genome,
genomics, proteomics, sequencing, protein folding
</Keywords>
</INEX-Topic>

Figure 3: Two Example INEX Query Topics

(PC Join), ancestor/descendant join (AD Join),
and the IR speciﬁc Term Join. The translation of
a content-only query (e.g., Topic 31) to the evaluation plan is also easy. As shown in Figure 4,
it involves term-joining matching text nodes with
all their ancestor element nodes regardless of the
tag name. The actual evaluation plan is in text
format and is omitted here.
The second task is to separate the set of keywords provided in the <Keywords> part of the
topic into three categories: REQ, HIGH, and
LOW. A keyword appears in the REQ category
if it is listed in the <Title>/<cw> part of the
original topic. A keyword appears in the HIGH
category if: 1) it is not in the REQ category and 2)
it appears in the <Description> or <Narrative>
part of the topic. Finally, a keyword is in the LOW
category if it appears only in the <Keywords>
part. Keywords falling into diﬀerent categories
will have diﬀerent weights in contributing to the
overall score of the element. More importantly,
a node with all the REQ keywords is always assigned a higher score than one missing some of

4.2

Score Generation

Score generation is accomplished by the score
function inside the Query Evaluator. For INEX,
we use a default score function based on the following formula:

score =


j=req,high,low

(

Nj
Wj  log Nkeywordi
) (1)
Nj i=1 sizenode

where Wj is the weight assigned to one of the
three categories, Nj is the total number of keywords (a phrase is counted as one keyword) in
that category, Nkeywordi is the number of occurrences of a certain keyword in the current node,
and ﬁnally, sizenode is the total number of words
in the current node. For INEX, we have used
5

Topic 12

Topic 31

article
PC Join

AD Join
Term Join

bdy

pdt
PC Join

PC Join

sec

REQ: computational biology
HIGH:
LOW: bioinformatic, genome, genomics,
proteomics, sequence, protein fold

yr
Term Join

Term Join
REQ: 2001 || 2002
REQ: internet search engine
HIGH: internet, search, engine
LOW: information, retrieval

Figure 4: The evaluation plan of Topic 12 and Topic 31 in Tree Format.
Wreq = 0.6, Whigh = 0.25, and Wlow = 0.15. As
mentioned before, for nodes with all the REQ keywords, we add to it a constant that is large enough
to make its score higher than any node without all
the REQ keywords.
For a content-and-structure query, only the element nodes satisfying the structure requirement
are processed by the score function. For a contentonly query, all the element nodes that are ancestors of a text node, containing at least one of the
keywords, are processed. For certain content-andstructure queries with, for example, <au> as the
target element, we recognize that the real intention of the user is to rank <article>s while retrieving <au>s of the matched <article>s. In those
cases, the <article> elements are processed by the
score function instead of the <au> elements.

4.3

vant if it has a score that ranks it in top 500 when
all the nodes being processed by the score function are considered). If above a certain percentage
(we default it to 50%) of the <sec>s (among all
the <sec>s underneath that <article>) are relevant, the <article> is picked and the <sec>s are
discarded. Otherwise, the individual <sec>s are
returned. Nodes of other types fall into two categories: one that is underneath an <article>, the
other that is not. Nodes in the ﬁrst category are
discarded since the information contained in them
is captured in one of the above three types. Nodes
in the second category are kept because the information within them can not be captured in any of
the above three types.
After redundancy elimination, all the remaining
nodes are sorted and the top 100 are then returned
back to the user.

Redundancy Elimination
4.4

For content-only queries, the set of results produced by the score function can contain many redundant information. For example, it is possible
that an <article> and all its ﬁve <sec>s have
high scores. But the user should really be only
presented with the <article> since that is the one
that contains all the information. The example
in Section 3.3 also illustrates the case where a
child component, rather than the parent component, should be returned.
This redundancy elimination is accomplished by
the pick function. For INEX, we have employed a
special pick function that operates only on three
major types of element nodes: <article>, <sec>,
and <p>. The basic idea is as follow. To decide
whether to return an <article> or a <sec> underneath it, we check how many <sec>s under that
<article> are relevant (a node is considered rele-

Performance

We brieﬂy discuss the performance of our system
in terms of two measurements: storage space and
querying time.
The entire INEX data occupies about 5GB (a
roughly ten-time increase from the original data)
disk space to accommodate both the raw data
and the extra structural information needed (e.g.,
startkey, endkey, etc.). All the auxiliary indices
(e.g., element tag index) are quite small. The only
exception is the inverted index, which is considerably large compared to the other indices. The
problem is made worse due to the fact that we are
using GiST [11] as our physical level index manager, which leaves us no control over how things
are organized on the disk. We are currently investigating ways to control the size of the inverted
index without loss of eﬃciency.
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